Clarkson Jolts Ithaca; Passing Attack In 2nd Quarter Catches Game

LYON'S CHORAL CLUB
To Appear In Elmira

The Ithaca College Choir under the direction of Bert Rogers Langdon, a famous organist and composer, will make its first appearance in Elmira. In the past, the choir has been heard in the East and South, and has been widely acclaimed. The choir consists of thirty members and is divided into two sections: the men and boys and the women and girls. The choir has been well received in every city it has visited, and is expected to do well in Elmira.

OLYMPIC GAMES

The Olympic Games at Ithaca were enjoyed by all who attended. The games were held on the campus lawn, and were open to all students. The events included running, jumping, throwing, and swimming. The winners were awarded medals and certificates.

DOLAN, ORGANIST, To Play In Join Recital

On Monday evening, November 14, eight o'clock, a joint recital for organ and piano will be given in the Ithaca College Chapel. The recital will be followed by a reception in the Chapter Room.

10. G. SOCCER TEAM LOSES EAST STAND: STARKVILLE, Miss.; 6

The Ithaca College soccer team met with a 6-0 defeat at the hands of the East Stand team, Starkville, Miss., on November 12. The game was played in cold weather and rough conditions.

NEW YORK DIRECTOR PRAISES L. C. STUDENT

All Ithaca College is most glad to see that Thomas Kelly, Ithaca's young man and a student here last year in the Drama Department, will be on his return from touring in the Junior League Follies in Elmira this week. Mr. Kelly, who has already been mentioned in these columns, is expected to finish his tour with the Ithaca College Band, which is due in Elmira next week. In his recent appearances, Mr. Kelly has been seen in the leading roles of the show and has received much applause.

ROBERT'S NEW PLAY

To Be Witnessed by Prominent Visitors

The greatly anticipated date has finally arrived—November 27, which marks the opening of Walter Charles Roberts' latest play, "The Roman Carnival," which exhibition has been created by the students of the Ithaca College Drama Department. The play is said to be the first in the history of war days only with one purpose, to heighten the activities of the American Red Cross nurses as seen by the author, who was stationed in France. The 7th Division at Chatenay-Til- fray, France, during the World War.

Immediately following the presentation of "Red Harvest" to the war audience will hold a reception in Elmira Hall to the students of all colleges who are interested in the play, as well as to many prominent visitors. Many distinguished individuals will be present from out-of-town whom are: Mr. Burgaasen, Johnson, Director of Public Re- relief at Ithaca College, and his party of four; Mrs. Room, operating the English in the Ithaca High School for the Blind; Mr. George, Teacher of English, N.Y., and his party of two; Mr. Pay, Bronko, from New York City; Dr. Joe...
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PREVIEW OF BAND NUMBERS
(Continued from page one)

Ithaca Loses
FIRST GAME
for extra point was good and allotted Clarkson a 20-point lead. The band ended with Ithaca trying to score by way of the air route.

Clarkson received at the opening of the second half and Hustman returned the kickoff to midfield. Theers gathered in Hustman's 10-yard pass and then a steady pounding of the Ithaca line by Clarkson produced the final score. Hustman kicked the extra point.

Clarkson then chose to play a defensive game. All attempts of Ithaca to score were well checked except a beautiful 25 yard run by Hatch that was finally stopped by Hustman.

Clarkson won the game and went on to win easily at the end of the second half and with Hustman proving to be a reliable and accurate player.

This Saturday the Blue and Gold meet Hartwick at Hartwick.

The Institute of English Horn in this scene is done by Ray Howard. The English Horn is the pastoral shepherd's horn with its peculiarly distinctive sound.

The second movement, "In a Caucasian scene, and presents another definitely pictorial scene. Adept at such tonal description lvanov's term of service as chief musician in the town of Tiflis, south of Caucasus, where he studied Caucasian national music, served to imbibe within him the spirit of the country. This was rich material for his talents, and his works made a deep impression on Tschaikowsky.

Concerning this particular composition, the following information is interesting. "The Suite contains four typical Caucasian scenes, and opens with the picture, Dans le defile."

The horn call and its echo are heard at the outset; it consits of a phrase of four notes, and whatever else goes on throughout the movement, this phrase is ever present. With a descending sinuous movement, this phrase is ever present.

Rothschild's
61 Complete Departments

Spotlight Values!
Twin Sweater Sets, $4
Plain or fancy knit, brushed wool or rabbit's hair. Matching or contrasting slip-on with coat sweater. Sizes 24 to 32.

English Tweed Skirts, $3.50
Plain or pleated skirts. Some have button trimmings or pockets. Sizes 24 to 32.

College Shop—Second Floor

ROTHSCHILD'S

"I'm working and when I'm not, and there's no time when a Chesterfield doesn't taste milder and better.

"I'll put in a good word any time for a cigarette like Chesterfields— they're mild and yet they Satisfy."
BAGATELLES

The Red Harvest curtain rises promptly at 8:15. "Would be nice to know that there wouldn’t be any sticklers... wouldn’t it?"

Ann Russell reminds me of Len Whitney. The latter is now playing with the School of the Arts, Tech. in DePauw."

The scene changes, who think does know A. Pross. As a matter of fact, A. Pross is so condescended that I must confess that I am the lion’s mouth well be called it."

The Streets Speak:

Notice, no change... environment is such a big factor in a picture, is it not?" The Clarinet Thais Thaun’s can’t take it... let’s be serious... won’t be long till Thanksgiving, and then once more the football will be divided... I wonder if the definition could be likened to a sangu... Imagine charging a ruck for a dancer... and in 1 C. O., too... Will send address.

Watch Paul Kelly, he had brought from Broadway to play in Winchell’s. "Brooklyn Through a Keyhole." He appeared last year in "The Hard-Boiled Angel" starring Lenore Ulric. Winchell’s show is Kelly in "Before the Conn."

That snow last Monday rather refreshing. Petty finds his beard profitable. They say that some one paid a dollar just to touch it.

Noticeable Things

Horrible! That is all tucked up for winter... Foxy Dorsey as interlocutor in "Shall I Marry," Cabil having a lunch in Harmony... The nice way Cabil does it, his assurance with theออก... . W. Sheldon having a friend with Miss Carter, D’Nutsh and Zaks. Next week, watching Disney’s "Three Little Pigs." Mad. and Mary, marking time.

The absence of the Infirmary sign... (some collection evidently fixing his room to look that way)... That guy who put his shoe on a pole made for Red Harvest. The one in the little Tommy hand... The boys many in Dartwin Park... The chairman coming from the Hill Top club in for. Doctor Small was unable to attend the Phi Mu Alpha dance... Locked a partner for the "babe" but the horse took a pipe and down a feather dance...

Overheard—'Going to the Dairy Dance?' No—I’m going to the show—own... Swoosh... Murray’s
takes this issue... I see the price of the Fresh dance has been raised to seven-fifty... it is well... Any interest in old-time music... get the date of the broadcast from the laboratory (second band) as they see it. Lack-a-day! not, never accomplished anything, "I can’t do the jive..."

She thinks they are insuring... disapproving... Don’t depend upon the person that is disappointed...

That click that’s missing from Williams Hall... The person who took the shot... smart... Appletin says he can’t get up meanings... because his alarm freezes... For some people every day is Easter... That is those who wait for Thanksgiving. There will be lots of visitors over the holidays...

Tupacz theme song... "Knipe and Day"... The Delta Phi sign has been changed to seventy-five cents... whatever it is whatever in the musical subjects, but a practical academic... is Kelly’s first picture... Of primary importance, whether in the instrumental department devoted... One must be the price of the Frosh dance has to be paid, are required to select numbers... educational radio programmes might aid... Someone... Whether in instructors, and train the students because his alarm freezes... selected by the conductor, who referred to the laboratory (second band) as they see it.

Dance... The better the instrument—the better the work.

Tomicie beginning to like tea chats be it also known that whatever primary... It is found substance to nourish intellectual needs... He must be the price of the Frosh dance has to be paid, are required to select numbers... educational radio programmes might aid... Someone... Whether in instructors, and train the students because his alarm freezes... selected by the conductor, who referred to the laboratory (second band) as they see it.

That is those who wait for Thanksgiving. There will be lots of visitors over the holidays...

Tupacz theme song... "Knipe and Day"... The Delta Phi sign has been changed to seventy-five cents... whatever in the musical subjects, but a practical academic... is Kelly’s first picture... Of primary importance, whether in the instrumental department devoted... One must be the price of the Frosh dance has to be paid, are required to select numbers... educational radio programmes might aid... Someone... Whether in instructors, and train the students because his alarm freezes... selected by the conductor, who referred to the laboratory (second band) as they see it.

Dance... The better the instrument—the better the work.